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The Pope of ProtectionThe Pope of Protection

The Ayatollah of Rad Controlla



Radiation Protection guidelines for the 
General Public have long ago departed 

the realm of Science

They also have lost any      
connection to fundamental logic  

And in their latest iteration, almost any 
citizen can easily recognize that they 

defy “common sense”



ICRP has chosen the duck as 
its animal model for 

radiation protection, Eh.

But we can still 
shoot the

ducks, right? 

No problem, we 
just can’t “nuke”
‘em

In 2003 The ICRP announced its new plan to also 
protect animals from radiation



They have taken on all the trappings of 
Religion – a set of beliefs that cannot be 

either verified or denied – you either believe 
in them or you don’t



Cost per (hypothetical) LifeCost per (hypothetical) Life--year year 
savedsaved11

Radiation Emission Standards for Nuclear Radiation Emission Standards for Nuclear 
Power Plants: Power Plants: $100 Million/life$100 Million/life--yryr

Radionuclide Emission Control at NRCRadionuclide Emission Control at NRC--
licensed facilities: licensed facilities: $2.6 Billion/life$2.6 Billion/life--yryr

Widen lanes on Rural Roads by 2 ft: Widen lanes on Rural Roads by 2 ft: 
$120,000/life$120,000/life--yryr
______________________________________________________________________________________________
1. Tengs et al., 1. Tengs et al., Risk AnalysisRisk Analysis 1515, 369, 369--390, 1995 390, 1995 



Thinking Inside the BoxThinking Inside the Box

Lower is 
always better 

in here

rld15



Slide 6

rld15 1. only hazard is radiation
2. no coupling between the box and the outside world
3. money is no object
rdixon, 10/2/2003



I can readily prove that most of you 
are “inside the box” thinkers

How many of you drove here 
ALARA? 



Driving ALARA



A definite, proven benefit to you and 
the public.
Saves on fuel 
It seems a “no-brainer”

Driving ALARA would inarguably reduce the 
risk of death - not only to you, but to other 

members of the public in your path .



Hey, It doesn’t apply to 
driving – just radiation! 
I’m not driving ALARA 
(or Miss Daisy)! 

ALARA? Sure it’ll cost 
more, but don’t forget 
we’re dealing with 
“deadly radiation”
here.



So how does it feel inside that box?



Thinking Inside the BoxThinking Inside the Box

Recommends Recommends ““evasive evasive 
actionaction”” if a solar flare is if a solar flare is 
encountered inencountered in--flight! flight! 
(0.1(0.1-- 0.5 0.5 mSvmSv/hr)/hr)

rld16
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rld16 solar flare doubles or triples dose rate
rdixon, 8/4/2003



Solar FlareSolar Flare?  You?  You’’ve got to be kidding!ve got to be kidding!



Cosmic 0.3 mSv

Internal (K-40) 0.4 mSv

Terrestrial 0.3 mSv

Average Natural Background 3 mSv/yr  

Radon 2 mSv



Oh boy, 
cleanup!

You may see a 
cemetery, but I see 
a low level waste 
dump full of 40K

UNOWHO



The Linear Non Threshold (LNT) The Linear Non Threshold (LNT) 
assumptionassumption-- a fundamental tenet of a fundamental tenet of 

““The ChurchThe Church””

With which “death by coefficient” can be 
meted out to the frightened masses 

without restraint 



Some Predictions of LNTSome Predictions of LNT

Despite irradiation of mankind throughout his Despite irradiation of mankind throughout his 
evolutionary development, LNT predicts that evolutionary development, LNT predicts that 
natural background radiation is killing people natural background radiation is killing people 
at the rate of one million per year.at the rate of one million per year.



My personal version is calledMy personal version is called
LNT, LNT, mama
exampleexample

National Safety CouncilNational Safety Council: In the USA a : In the USA a 
person dies every 13 min due to a motor person dies every 13 min due to a motor 
vehicle crashvehicle crash

LNTLNT: Natural background radiation likewise : Natural background radiation likewise 
kills a person in the USA every 12 min, kills a person in the USA every 12 min, 

my ass.





Natural Background in USANatural Background in USA-- Exclusive Exclusive 
of Radon (NCRP #45 & #94)of Radon (NCRP #45 & #94)

Atlantic & Gulf Coastal Plain- 1.05 mSv/yr

Middle America- 1.25 mSv/yr

Rocky Mountain Plateau- 1.45 mSv/yr

Denver Colorado- 1.65 mSv/yr

Population-weighted average-1.09 mSv/yr

Average +0.25 mSv/yr =      1.34 mSv/yr     



Down in the “noise”

3.5
4.0 mSv

Avg

Avg +1 mS



Would you believe they set it at 1 mSv/yr ?
They evidently don’t believe it’s safe 
to live in Denver, CO 

Despite the variation in natural 
background, most locales in the US 
are below 6 mSv per annum.

So where would logic dictate setting 
the public dose limit?, perhaps 5 mSv?



But the “Lords of Protection”
secretly yearned to set it even lower, 
so they turned to a little trickery to 
try to accomplish the same thing

With “constraints”
they could create a 
new and even lower 
“de facto” dose limit



NCRP Report # 116NCRP Report # 116
Dose Limit for a Member of the General Public:

1 mSv/yr  

ButBut………………ThereThere’’s a catch s a catch –– youyou’’re not re not 
supposed to use it unless you conduct an supposed to use it unless you conduct an 
impossible investigation (a nonsensical impossible investigation (a nonsensical 
concept due to the same concept due to the same ““Solar FlareSolar Flare”” Duo)Duo)

“Gotcha”







Public Dose LimitPublic Dose Limit-- simplifiedsimplified

Rule two : Now DivideRule two : Now Divide
Rule one by 4Rule one by 4

Rule one : 1 Rule one : 1 mSvmSv/yr/yr



So,  NonSo,  Non--Believer! Believer! 
““You will soon regret calling our dose limits You will soon regret calling our dose limits 
ludicrousludicrous”” ……………………………………………………., ., ““MotherMother””



BEN ARCHER, JOEL GRAY,
BOB DIXON, DOUG 
SIMPKIN



Thou shalt design all thy shielding to ¼ mSv per annum 
whether thou believest or not, for it is thus “written” in 

NCRP 116 chapter one, verse 122
But..

Zip it!

It is futile to resist

Our reply to NCRP





Source Constraints Source Constraints –– An ICRP fantasyAn ICRP fantasy

The Myth of Multiple SourcesThe Myth of Multiple Sources

• Most sources do not converge to a 
single location                          
(short range, inactive at night) 

• A given person can only be in one 
place at a given time



1

1

11

1 mSv



ICRP SPEED LIMIT 
SOURCE CONSTRAINTS

• SPEED LIMIT- 60 MPH
• BUT WE MUST CONSTRAIN YOU TO 20 MPH 

SINCE YOU MAY OWN MORE THAN ONE AUTO, 
OR DRIVE ON MORE THAN ONE HIGHWAY



Suppose we had “caved in” and 
accepted 0.25 mSv/yr as a 
shielding design limit in our 
NCRP 147 report ? 



1818--MV VaultMV Vault------Pb Pb ““UpgradeUpgrade””
(1(1---->>0.25 mSv/y)>>0.25 mSv/y)

1.25 in. Pb1.25 in. Pb

1.5 in. Pb1.5 in. Pb

Primary shieldingPrimary shielding

47,000 lb of Pb47,000 lb of Pb

$47,000 material cost$47,000 material cost

Secondary shieldingSecondary shielding

76,500 lb of PB76,500 lb of PB

$76,500 $76,500 

Construction costsConstruction costs for for 
demolition and restoration of demolition and restoration of 
vault vault ≈≈ $150,000$150,000

Grand total Grand total ≈≈ $275,000$275,000



Estimated costs to “upgrade” the US base of 
Radiation Therapy Vaults of  6 MV – 18 MV Linear 
Accelerators in order to meet a lower dose limit of 
¼ mSv.yr-___________________________ 
Additional shielding thickness 2.5 cm lead
Material cost of additional lead   $115,000 USD
Construction Costs per vault :    $150,000 USD 
Total additional cost per vault: $265,000 USD
If built when public
dose limit was 5 mSv/yr:              $385,000 USD 

Total estimated cost nationwide:   $1 Billion!
Total lead required nationwide: 8 x 108 kg



It’s going to cost you 
$250,000 to “upgrade” your 
vault to 0.25 mSv/yr for a 
slight (hypothetical) increase 
in protection for the 5 or so 
members of the public who 
work in its immediate vicinity

And by the way, every pizza parlor, ice 
cream shop, home or business in the 

Denver region will have a higher radiation 
level than that just outside your expensive 

new leaded accelerator walls-

Also, those 5 people will be getting more 
radiation from natural radioactivity inside their 

own bodies than from your accelerator

administratorAdministrator



And since it’s going to take several months for 
the construction, you’ll have to send your 
patients to the nearest facility in the next 
county. I hope they don’t mind (or die as a 
result of Rx interruption)



Glad to hear you beefed 
up your room shielding 
Doc. Who’s gonna pay 
for it?Why You, of course



Predictions if Designing Shielding to Predictions if Designing Shielding to 
0.25 0.25 mSvmSv per yearper year

An estimated additional 10An estimated additional 1099 kg (1/2 billion pounds) kg (1/2 billion pounds) 
of lead would be required for medical xof lead would be required for medical x--ray alone ray alone 
(50% of total annual production).(50% of total annual production).



(hypothetical) annual risk from 3/4 mSv/yr 
4x10-5

(real) annual risk to2: 

metal miners & smelters 56 x 10-5

Construction workers 14 x 10-5

2 Wilson and Crouch, Risk-Benefit 
Analysis, Harvard 2001.   



Still no one from NCRP would engage us 
in debate, so AAPM and ACR convened a 
national consensus conference at which 
all interested parties could participate

All major societies were invited: 
medical, dental, medical physics, health 
physics, regulatory bodies, and NCRP



ACR AAPM RSNA SNM HPS ACMP NRC FDA 
CRCPD ADA ACA

NCRP
CONSENSUS!



“ NCRP has concluded that a suitable 
source control for shielding individuals in 
uncontrolled areas in or near medical 
radiation facilities is an effective dose of 1 
mSv in any year. “
1 mSv.y-1 to the maximally exposed 
individual in an uncontrolled area will 
provide adequate protection to the 
employees and the members of the 
public that access the uncontrolled 
areas.

Recent NCRP report series for shielding
medical x-ray sources 



But the real perpetrator of this 
nonsense was outside our borders – the 
ICRP. Dixon receives “frag” order 

International Shielding Conference 

Madeira Portugal, May 2003

“ALARA” attack profile



Hey Emperor! Time for a reality check from 
the USA. Those clothes aren’t real; your 
source constraint concept is fundamentally 
illogical; and your mother wears GI boots.  



The ICRP, the duck, and your gonads

The ICRP staged a counterattack in DC 
in Aug ’06 – I wuz there and ready for 
them and their Duck! Your gonads took 
a beating, however, .. 

More .govs than .orgs at this 
conference



Source ConstraintsSource Constraints
Here’s one from 

DOE AAPM

To you from me at 
the NRC





The New ICRP Effective Dose paradigm 
whither the gonads?

Those once-proud doppelgangers, icons of 
radiation protection for decades (and ritually 
protected at all costs using all manner of 
lead accessories), have now been relegated 
to the “backwater of organs

The new ICRP tissue-weighting factors:

the gonads are dethroned(0.2 → 0.08) and 
the breasts are uplifted (0.05 → 0.12).”



The gonads are hereby dethroned (0.2 → .08)



And the breasts are uplifted (0.05 → 0.12).”

Lead Apron or now the lead camisole?



The gonadal supporters were outraged, so 
Lars-Erik threw them a bone, saying the 
ICRP still believed in protecting the gonads 
– but it rang hollow 



What ‘bout the duck?



Two can play 
this decoy game



TheTheEndEnd


